Abstract-We present calculations for an electromagnetic design of a β g = 0.61 multicell superconducting radio frequency cavity for the Indian Spallation Neutron Source project. The geometry parameters of the midcells are optimized using a step-by-step 1-D optimization technique. This is followed by the optimization of end cells, which is done to achieve the required field flatness and to avoid trapping of higher order modes. Calculations of the threshold beam current for the excitation of regenerative beam break-up instability excited by the dipole modes are also presented, which is followed by wakefield calculations and estimation of related effects. Specific aspects in these calculations, which are relevant for medium β g cavities, are highlighted. Finally, studies are performed for the static and dynamic Lorentz force detuning, based on which the stiffness design of the cavity is optimized.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ULTICELL elliptic superconducting radio frequency (SRF) cavities are used for efficient acceleration of a high-power-charged particle beam for a wide range of velocities, typically corresponding to β = 0.5 to 1, where β is the particle speed in the unit of the speed of light [1] - [4] . There is a plan to build an Indian Spallation Neutron Source (ISNS) [1] , [2] for multidisciplinary research, for which SRF cavities will be used to accelerate a beam of H − particles from ∼160 MeV to 1 GeV. For optimum performance, the multicell SRF cavities are designed for TM 010−π mode of operation, where the cell length is β g λ/2. Here, λ is the free-space wavelength of a radio frequency (RF) wave used for acceleration, and β g is the value of β for which perfect synchronism exists between the RF wave and the charge particle for maximum acceleration. However, there will be a range of β for which a cavity corresponding to a particular value of β g can be used. For the ISNS project, two families of such cavities will be used-the first family corresponding to β g = 0.9 that will be used to accelerate the H − beam from 500 MeV to 1 GeV and the second family corresponding to β g = 0.61 that will accelerate the H − beam from 160 MeV to 500 MeV. Earlier, calculations have been performed for the electromagnetic design of a five-cell 650-MHz β g = 0.9 elliptic SRF cavity [2] . In this paper, we perform calculations for the electromagnetic design of a fivecell 650-MHz β g = 0.61 elliptic SRF cavity.
We start with the optimization studies of geometrical parameters for the β g = 0.61 elliptic SRF cavity in Section II. In a multicell elliptic cavity, in general, the end cells have different geometry compared with intermediate cells, which are called the midcells. We first optimize the geometrical parameters of midcells, for which we follow a step-by-step 1-D optimization technique developed earlier for the β g = 0.9 cavities [2] . This is described in Section II-A. This is followed by optimization of the geometrical parameters of end cells, which is discussed in Section II-B. Two criteria are used for this-achieving maximum field flatness and ensuring that there is no trapped higher order mode (HOM) [2] - [4] with significant strength. The second requirement leads to asymmetric end cells for the β g = 0.61 cavity, which is a new feature compared with our previously designed β g = 0.9 cavity [2] . We would like to mention here that TESLA cavities [3] also make use of asymmetric end cells for the same reason. Another important design choice to be made in a multicell SRF cavity is with regard to the optimum value of the iris radius, which is discussed in Section II-C. A justification is given for the choice of the iris radius in our design, which is in terms of the minimum acceptable value of a cell-to-cell coupling coefficient needed to ensure the desired criterion of field flatness in the cavity.
Next, the higher order dipole modes supported by the cavity have been studied in terms of their R/Q values in Section III. Here, R is the effective shunt impedance, Q is the quality factor, and their ratio denotes the strength of the mode. If the beam current is higher than a threshold value, a dipole mode generated by the beam can exponentially grow due to beam cavity interaction. This gives rise to regenerative beam break-up (BBU) instability [4] - [6] . We have calculated the threshold current for this instability for the prominent dipole modes supported by the optimized geometry. In comparison to previous calculations performed for the β g = 0.9 cavity [2] , more elaborate calculations are performed here for a range of values of β, and a detailed discussion on the effect of particle velocity and phase velocity is presented. In Section IV, we have performed the calculations of the wakefield [3] , [4] , [7] generated by charged particle bunches in the β g = 0.61 cavity and estimated its effect on the beam dynamics and on cavity heat dissipation. Since β is significantly less than 1, we have followed an elaborate procedure for the calculation of the longitudinal wakefield.
Finally, in Section V, Lorentz force detuning (LFD) [2] - [4] , [8] generated by the radiation pressure due to RF power inside the cavity is evaluated for the optimized design. Since ISNS will be a pulsed machine, the radiation pressure will be pulsed, and therefore, the study on dynamic LFD [8] , [9] is important. The static LFD, however, gives also a good idea about dynamic behavior. We have therefore first performed the calculations of static LFD and optimized the thickness of the cavity wall, the helium vessel design, and the range for the location of the stiffener ring to suppress the LFD. The fine tuning of the location of the stiffener ring is done on the basis of dynamic LFD.
II. ELECTROMAGNETIC DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF THE CAVITY GEOMETRY
For the cavity geometry, we have adapted the typical TESLA-type cavity shape [3] , which has evolved over several years, particularly to minimize multipacting problems [2] , [3] , [9] - [11] . Fig. 1 shows the schematic of a half cell of this type of cavity, which is constructed by joining two elliptic arcs with a straight line. The 3-D cavity shape is a figure of revolution around the beam axis, obtained using the contour shown in this figure. As shown in Fig. 1 , the geometry of a half cell is described by seven independent parameters-the half-cell length L, iris ellipse radii a and b, equator ellipse radii A and B, iris radius R iris , and equator radius R eq . The wall angle α can be calculated as a derived parameter from these seven independent parameters. For the midcells, we choose L = β g λ/4, and R eq is tuned to achieve the resonant frequency of 650 MHz [2] . We perform the optimization of the remaining parameters by using the step-by-step procedure discussed in [2] .
Our target is to achieve the maximum possible acceleration field E acc in the cavity. The peak surface magnetic field B pk determines the threshold field above which the thermal runaway (quench) is initiated, and the peak surface electric field E pk influences the onset of field emission. We would like to mention that E pk may not necessarily lead to field emission even above the operating regime, but it presents a typical limitation seen in an SRF accelerator [9] . Therefore, the aim of the optimization study is to minimize the value of B pk /E acc , keeping a satisfactory value for E pk /E acc . For a niobium SRF cavity operating at 650 MHz, a safe upper limit for B pk and E pk can be taken as ∼70 mT [2] , [12] and 40 MV/m [2] , [13] , respectively. For our design, the target value of E pk /E acc ≤ 2.36 and B pk /E acc ≤ 4.56 mT/[MV/m] will ensure an accelerating gradient of ∼15.4 MV/m. We emphasize that we could have opted for E pk up to 50 MV/m, but we have chosen to be conservative here.
A. Optimization of the Midcell Geometry
As discussed earlier, we first fix the half-cell length L to be equal to β g λ/4, which is 70.336 mm in our case. We choose R iris = 44 mm and give its detailed justification later in Section II-C. In fact, the cell-to-cell coupling k c is determined mainly by R iris . For a multicell cavity, this is very important and affects the cell-to-cell field uniformity. In addition, the constraint on R iris arises from the beam dynamics requirements. The wall angle α shown in Fig. 1 is another constraint for the midcell geometry optimization, and we keep it fixed at 88 0 for the design presented here. In fact, by increasing the wall angle, it is possible to decrease the value of E pk /E acc . However, as we have observed in simulation studies, the value of LFD increases with α, which is detrimental for the cavity performance.
For the midcell geometry, the ratio a/b is optimized to obtain the minimum value of E pk /E acc to achieve the maximum E acc , whereas the parameter A/B is mainly determined by mechanical requirements such as stiffness, rigidity, etc. Among the seven independent variables, we have already fixed R iris , L, and α. Keeping R eq for tuning the resonant frequency of the cavity, we are left with only three independent variables in the cavity geometry-a/b, A/B, and B. We start our optimization with the simplest possible geometry, where a/b = A/B = 1. For this case, we study the variation of E pk /E acc and B pk /E acc as a function of B, which is shown in Fig. 2 . We start with B ∼ L/2 and gradually increase its value and observe that up to a certain value of B; E pk /E acc remains nearly constant and then rapidly increases afterward. As shown in Fig. 2 , this happens at B ∼ 55 mm, where the values of E pk /E acc and B pk /E acc become ∼2.9 and ∼4.31 mT/(MV/m), respectively. Note that the values of E pk /E acc and B pk /E acc are approaching our target values. Parameter B affects the electromagnetic property of the cavity the least. Therefore, for our further optimization, we keep the value of B fixed at 55.55 mm. Henceforth, we are only left with two independent variables, i.e., a/b and A.
In the second stage of our optimization, we calculated E pk /E acc as a function of A, for a range of values of a/b between 0.2 and 1. For each value of a/b, simulation shows a monotonically increasing nature of E pk /E acc as a function of A and a monotonically decreasing nature of B pk /E acc as a function of A. Fig. 3 shows the variation in E pk /E acc and B pk /E acc , as a function of A, for a narrow range of values of a/b between 0.51 to 0.56. For each value of a/b, using Fig. 3(a) , we obtain a particular value of A that gives us E pk /E acc = 2.36, which is the target value. Using Fig. 3(b) , we obtain B pk /E acc for each of this pair of a/b and A. We have thus, corresponding to each set of a/b and A, one geometry that gives E pk /E acc = 2.36 and a particular value of B pk /E acc . Among all these possible geometries, we now look for the geometry that gives the minimum value of B pk /E acc . Fig. 4 (a) and (b) shows the plot of B pk /E acc as a function of A and a/b, respectively, for these selected geometries. Note that unlike Fig. 3(b) , the plot for B pk /E acc is nonmonotonic. This is because, here, there is an additional constraint that E pk /E acc = 2.36, i.e., a fixed value.
This can be further understood by looking at the distribution of surface electric field along the cavity length for different values of a/b [2] . From these plots, we obtain that B pk /E acc is minimum for A = 52.64 mm and a/b = 0.53, respectively, which corresponds to a = 15.28 mm and b = 28.83 mm for α = 88 0 . In Table I , we show all the optimized geometry parameters for the midcell that we have obtained. Table II summarizes the corresponding RF parameters for the TM 010−π mode. We have obtained these values using the 2-D code electromagnetic design code SUPERFISH [14] .
B. Preliminary Optimization for the End Cell Geometry
The end cells see different boundary conditions compared with the midcells, which results in a slightly different resonant frequency of the multicell cavity (with end cells and beam pipe) compared with the resonant frequency of midcells, if the end half-cell geometry is taken exactly the same as midcell geometry. The end half cell therefore needs to be tuned such that the cavity with end cells resonate at the same frequency as that of midcells, and the field flatness is optimized. For tuning the end cell geometry, we vary the end half-cell length L e , keeping all other parameters fixed. We find that for L e = 71.55 mm, the resonant frequency is restored, and the field flatness is optimized. Here, the field flatness η is defined as [15] 
where σ E and μ are the standard deviation and mean value, respectively, of the maximum amplitudes of electric field values in different cells. For several reasons, it is desired that the value of η for a multicell cavity is close to unity. First, if the field flatness is poor, the cell with higher electric field will either quench or field-emit first, while the overall acceleration gradient in the cavity is still relatively low. Thus, the field flatness plays an important role in deciding the maximum acceleration gradient at which the multicell cavity can be operated. Next, poor field flatness will affect the external Q of the power coupler. In addition, poor field flatness will also affect the synchronization between the charged particle and the electromagnetic wave. We have therefore optimized the end cell geometry to obtain the value of field flatness close to unity. We MIDCELL GEOMETRY however emphasize that this is only a preliminary optimization of the end half-cell geometry. Further optimization to ensure that there are no trapped HOMs with significant strength in the cavity is done in Section III.
C. Selection of the Iris Radius
The optimum choice of the iris radius of a multicell cavity is governed by several considerations. A lower value of the iris radius gives higher shunt impedance, which minimizes the heat loss, whereas a higher value of the iris radius is preferred from beam dynamics considerations. Another very important implication of the choice of the iris radius is that it affects the sensitivity of field flatness to geometrical errors in the cavity.
For an N -cell cavity, we can correlate η with the cell-to-cell coupling coefficient k c according to the following approximate relation [16] , [17] :
where σ f /f is the relative rms error in the resonant frequency of different cells. Note that for the given equation, [16] describes N 3/2 dependence; however, as seen from the analysis in [17] , it should be N 2 dependence, which has been used here. It is seen in the given equation that for a given value of N and the minimum achievable value of σ f /f (decided by achievable tolerance on cavity dimensions), the field flatness is decided by k c , which is mainly dependent on the iris radius. For a multicell cavity, k c is obtained in terms of the resonant frequency for the π and 0 modes denoted by f π and f 0 , respectively, as given by the following expression [10] :
For the nine-cell TESLA cavity, k c = 1.87%, and this gives an acceptable value of field flatness [3] , [9] . We note from (2) that we will obtain similar field flatness for a five-cell cavity if we choose k c = 0.6%. This is under the assumption that by following the cavity processing procedure similar to TESLA cavity, we obtain a similar value of σ f /f . Justification for the choice of N = 5 will be presented in Section III. From this argument, it is clear that in our case, we should choose the iris radius such that k c ≥ 0.6%. Fig. 5 shows a plot of k c as a function of R iris . As expected, k c increases as R iris increases. The same plot also shows that R/Q decreases as R iris increases. We should thus choose the iris radius such that k c approaches the desired value since increasing R iris beyond this value will be detrimental for R/Q. We notice that R iris should be more than 39 mm to ensure k c ≥ 0.6%. However, we have taken a conservative approach and opted still for a higher value of k c , which will be helpful while tuning the cells in the presence of additional fabrication errors. We thus choose R iris = 44.0 mm, which corresponds to k c = 0.8%.
III. HOM STUDIES
In the previous section, we have presented an optimized geometry for a β g = 0.61 650-MHz five-cell SRF elliptical cavity. Although the geometry of the midcell is finalized, the end cell geometry will be further fine-tuned, considering the HOM analysis presented here. Studies of dipole HOMs and the corresponding threshold current for regenerative BBU instability will also be discussed in this section.
For a cylindrically symmetric pillbox-like structure, the resonating electromagnetic modes can be categorized into two classes: 1) transverse electric or TE-like mode, having no electric field component parallel to the beam axis except at the iris location or near the beam pipe attached to the cavity, and 2) the transverse magnetic or TM-like mode, having no magnetic field component parallel to the axis except at the iris or near the beam pipe attached to the cavity [2] , [4] , [9] . Although the cavity operates in the TM 010−π mode, it supports (TE and TM) HOMs with higher resonant frequencies. These modes are generated due to interaction of the beam with the cavity, and they limit the cavity performance. In addition, for these cavities, for the onaxis particle, the deflecting impulse due to the electric field in a TE monopole mode is exactly canceled by the impulse due to the magnetic field [2] , [4] . Therefore, ideally, the TE monopole modes do not significantly contribute in the HOM analysis. We look at the HOMs having a resonant frequency of up to 4.2 GHz, which is the upper cutoff frequency of the TM 11 mode in the beam pipe, which is determined by the beam pipe diameter. Note that the upper cutoff frequency of the TE 11 mode in the beam pipe is 2.0 GHz. HOMs produce beam instability and heat on the cavity surface, which adds to the heat load to the helium bath and may also trigger a thermal breakdown, i.e., the loss of superconductivity, in the worst case. HOM studies therefore form an integral part of the cavity design. For the fundamental accelerating mode, the energy gain δW = qE 0 T lcosθ, which is the famous Panofsky formula [4] . Here, q and E 0 stand for the charge of the particle and the average longitudinal electric field, l is the cell length, and θ is the phase of the particle. The term T is the transit time factor, which has strong dependence on β. The cavity shunt impedance R is proportional to (E 0 T ) 2 for a given value of power dissipation on cavity surface and, thus, has strong dependence on β. We have calculated R/Q values for different monopole modes, as a function of β using an electromagnetic code SLANS [18] , [19] . Fig. 6 shows the R/Q values for the five members of the first monopole pass band, as a function of β. We notice that only for the π mode at 649.99 MHz, i.e., the operating mode frequency, and the 4π/5 mode at 649.44 MHz are the R/Q values significant. Moreover, R/Q for the π mode dominates and shows a maximum of ∼ 354 Ω at β ∼ 0.65.
However, the 4π/5 mode has a higher value of R/Q compared with the π mode, near the two end points of the β range in Fig. 6 . This restricts the use of β g = 0.61 cavities to β ranging from ∼0.51 to ∼0.76. Simulation shows that all the five modes of the second pass band possess R/Q values significantly smaller compared with the π mode or the 4π/5 mode of the first pass band. We have then looked at the coupling coefficient k c for these pass bands, which is ∼0.81% and ∼1.65% for the first and second pass bands, respectively, and is smallest (∼0.74%) for the third pass band. A very small value of k c indicates the possibility of trapped modes. Fig. 7 plots the R/Q values of the third pass band, as a function of β. We notice that except the mode at 1653.20 MHz, all the modes have their R/Q values below 10 Ω, and for this mode, R/Q gradually increases with β and approaches ∼ 20 Ω at β = 0.76. To check if there is mode trapping, we plot the axial electric field amplitude along the cavity length in Fig. 8(a) . The trapped nature of the mode is clearly seen in this figure. The field amplitude is maximum near the center of the cavity, and the amplitude is relatively small at the cavity ends. The HOM couplers that out-couple the HOM from the cavity are generally located on the beam pipe. As a consequence, it would not be possible to out-couple this mode from the cavity. One way to solve this problem is to fine-tune the geometry of the end cell such that the end cell individually resonates at 1653.20 MHz for this particular HOM. In that case, the end cell will act as a resonator for this particular HOM, and the location of maximum field amplitude will shift to the end cell.
We achieve this by changing the semi-major axis A of that end cell from 52.64 to 52.12 mm, and at the same time, the end cell length is so tuned that the fundamental mode frequency is fixed at 650 MHz. Fulfilling these two criteria simultaneously, we finalize the end half-cell length at 71.24 mm. Fig. 8(b) shows the plot of the axial electric field amplitude along the cavity length after fine-tuning of the end cell geometry. It is clearly seen that the mode is no longer trapped inside the cavity since the location of the field maximum shifts from the center of the cavity toward the end cell. The HOM can now be outcoupled with an appropriate HOM coupler located at the beam pipe. Fig. 9 (a) and (b) shows the field contours of the end cell geometry for the accelerating mode, i.e., the mode resonating at 650 MHz, and for the mode resonating at 1653.20 MHz. Table III presents the geometry parameters for the two asymmetric end cells. The end cell, which is modified to remove the trapped mode is called "End Cell-A," whereas for the other end cell, called "End Cell-B," we keep the same geometry as we have mentioned in Section II. Table IV summarizes the corresponding RF parameters for the TM 010−π mode for the five-cell cavity with these end cell configurations.
For the final cavity geometry, we plot T as a function of β/β g in Fig. 10 , for different values of the number of cells N in the cavity. As discussed earlier, the operating range of β in our case is 0.51-0.76. As shown in this figure, if we choose N = 5, the transit time factor will always be more than 0.7 in the operating range of β. This justifies the choice of N = 5 in our design.
Next, we discuss the dipole modes existing in the optimized design of the cavity that we have presented. In a cylindrically symmetric pillbox-like structure, the on-axis beam gets a transverse kick due to the field of a TM and a TE dipole mode. It then experiences an off-axis electric field and exchanges energy with the dipole mode. Under suitable circumstances, the dipole mode is excited further, and an instability, known as regenerative BBU instability, may build up if the beam current is higher than a threshold current I th . It is important to ensure that the operating beam current is less than I th . It is therefore necessary to estimate the threshold current corresponding to prominent dipole modes. The strength of a dipole mode is given in terms of R ⊥ /Q, which has the following expression [4] :
The right-hand side of the given expression is the same as k 2 n times the expression described in [4] and is in agreement with the commonly followed convention. Here, k n , ω n , and U n denote the wave vector, the angular frequency, and the stored energy, respectively, of the nth dipole mode. Here, ∂E z /∂r is the transverse gradient of the axial electric field. For our optimized design, we calculated R ⊥ /Q for the dipole modes up to the frequency slightly above the cutoff frequency of the beam pipe, which is 4.2 GHz. Here, also, R ⊥ /Q shows strong dependence on β. We observed that within the range of β for which these cavities will be used, the first dipole pass band has the most prominent dipoles mode. Particularly, the mode resonating at a frequency of 961.982 MHz shows the maximum value of R ⊥ /Q, which is approximately 4.43 × 10 4 Ω/m 2 . Table V shows the frequencies and the corresponding R ⊥ /Q and Q values for all the prominent dipole modes. Fig. 11 shows the plot of R ⊥ /Q for the five modes of the first dipole pass band as a function of β.
Using the R ⊥ /Q data for these prominent dipole modes, we now estimate the threshold current I th , which is given by the following expression [5] , [6] :
Here, p is the momentum of the charged particle, L cav is the length of the cavity, and the function g(ψ) is given by [20] g(ψ) = 1 2
Here, ψ is the slip parameter and can be written as
To calculate ψ, we need to calculate v p . This is done by plotting the dispersion diagram of the first few dipole pass bands in For calculating the corresponding phase advance per cell φ, we follow the procedure given in [21] and use the following formula:
For a dipole mode, E z is zero on the axis. Therefore, we evaluated the given expression at a slightly off-axis position (r ∼ 1 mm). Since the operating range of β is between 0.51 and 0.76, only the modes lying in between the lines v = 0.76c and v = 0.51c in Fig. 12 may exchange energy with the beam. Hence, we performed the threshold current calculation for these selected modes only. From the analysis, we observed that I th will be minimum for the dipole mode with a frequency of 965.852 MHz. The minimum value of I th is ∼0.7 mA and is sufficiently higher than that of the CW average beam current of 0.4 mA in our case. In Table V , we have presented the threshold currents corresponding to the prominent HOMs. From the given analysis, it is clear that I th will be inversely proportional to the strength of the corresponding R ⊥ /Q for a particular mode. However, we notice that for the first mode, for which R ⊥ /Q is maximum, I th is not the minimum. This is because for this mode, v p is ∼ 0.76c, and the response function g(ψ) for β in the range 0.51-0.76 is significantly small, which effectively enhances the value of I th up to ∼1.0 mA. The dependence of g(ψ) on β for the mode 965.852 MHz is shown in Fig. 13 . We have plotted I th as a function of β in Fig. 14 .
We would like to emphasize that the calculations for the threshold current are done in the absence of HOM dampers since we have taken unloaded Q for all HOMs. In a real situation, HOM dampers will be used, due to which the loaded Q will be less than the unloaded Q. In the expression for the threshold current, the loaded Q will then be used, which will increase the threshold current to still a higher value. 
IV. WAKEFIELD ANALYSIS
We now discuss the wakefield generated by the interaction of the beam with the cavity and its implication on the performance of the cavity. There are two main effects of the wakefield. First, the wakefield produced by a particle is experienced by the trailing particles, and they get accelerated or decelerated due to this, depending on their phases. This produces energy spread. Second, the wakefield produces heat on the cavity walls and, thus, adds to the heat load.
The energy loss of a unit point charge to a particular HOM supported by the cavity is described by the loss factor. The energy lost by the particle appears in the form of the energy of HOM in the cavity and is a function of R/Q for the mode. It has strong dependence on β. The standard software, e.g., ABCI [22] , calculates the wake and the loss factor for the case where β ∼ 1. In our case, β is significantly less than 1, and we have therefore calculated the loss factor κ n for the nth monopole mode [23] by evaluating its R/Q and using the following formula [4] :
The β dependence of the loss factor comes from the β dependence of R n /Q n in the given formula. The above formulation is developed for a point charge. To calculate the same for a Gaussian distribution of charges, the formula is modified to the following form [4] :
Here, σ is the rms length of the Gaussian beam bunch, which is assumed to be around 5 mm in our calculations. The integrated loss factor κ || is obtained by summing the κ n value for all the values of n. The values of the integrated loss factor for the β ∼ 1 case (calculated using the given formula) match well with that obtained from the code ABCI, as shown in Fig. 15 .
The plot of the integrated loss factor with β is shown in Fig. 16 . In this figure, we have also plotted the loss factor for the β ≤ 1 case as calculated using CST-PS [24] software also, following the procedure described in [25] . We observed a good agreement with our calculation. Using Fig. 16 , we get the integrated loss factor for β = 0.61 as ∼0.531 V/pC. Using these data, we have calculated the parasitic heat loss on the cavity walls due to the excitation of wakefield by the beam. The pulse structure of the beam, which has been used in the calculation, is shown in Fig. 17 , and parameters are tabulated in Table VI. The power P 0 appearing as parasitic heat loss is related to κ by the following equation [4] : Fig. 16 . Here, integrated loss factor κn is plotted with β. The blue line is generated by summing over the longitudinal loss factors of ∼200 modes. where N 0 is the number of micropulse per second. Hence, for q = 8.9 pC and κ = 0.531 V/pC, we get CW average power dissipation in a second as 4.0 mW. It is to be noted that the given calculation is under the assumption that within a macropulse, wakefields from different micropulses are adding incoherently. This could be a valid approximation since the frequency of significant HOMs supported in the cavity is neither an integral multiple of micropulse repetition rate nor of midipulse repetition rate. However, in a practical situation, there will be geometrical errors during cavity fabrication and processing, due to which it needs to be tuned for the operating mode. In this process, this is likely that some of the HOM frequencies may get resonantly excited by the beam, and one should ensure that the heat generated due to resonant excitation of HOM is within the acceptable limit. This is achieved by ensuring that HOM is sufficiency damped by setting an upper limit of Q ext for the HOM. For calculating the heat generated due to resonant excitation of HOMs, we have followed the procedure described in [26] . We have performed the calculations of HOM power for a continuous range of frequencies and different values of Q ext . Here, we show the results for the HOM frequency of 1625 MHz, which is the fifth multiple of the micropulse repetition rate of 325 MHz and also a multiple of midipulse repetition rate of 1 MHz. Fig. 18 shows the plot of normalized HOM power as a function of time for various values of Q ext , when steady state is achieved. Fig. 19 (a) and (b) shows the plots of normalized steady-state HOM power as a function of Q ext for the HOM frequency of 1625 and 1626 MHz, respectively. Note that for the case of Fig. 19(b) , the HOM frequency is a multiple of only the midipulse repetition rate. We notice that if Q ext is less than 10 8 , the time-averaged normalized HOM power is less than ∼ 17 W/Ω, which further goes down to ∼ 5.94 W/Ω for Q ext = 10 7 . We have performed these calculations for a range of frequencies, as shown in Fig. 20 , for Q ext = 10 7 , where we notice a similar value of HOM power for other micropulse resonance peaks. We conclude from these results that we should keep the value of Q ext below 10 8 to ensure that the power generated due to resonant excitation of HOMs does not load the cryogenic system significantly.
We have also estimated the limiting value for energy spread δξ induced in a single bunch due to wakefield, which is given by [27] 
Here, s is the distance from the bunch center, and ρ(s) is the normalized charge density. We have used the CST-PS wakefield module to perform calculations of W z (s) using a procedure described in [25] . The plot of W z (s) for the β g = 0.61 case is shown in Fig. 21 . It is seen that W z (s) is reduced compared with the β g = 1 case. Using the given equation, we obtain δξ = 6.53 eV. The energy gain for a single cavity is ∼11 MeV. Therefore, the relative spread in the beam energy due to wakefield will be negligible.
V. LFD STUDIES
Lorentz pressure is essentially the radiation pressure, originating from the electromagnetic field in the cavity, which causes deformation in the cavity shape. This results in change in the resonant frequency of the cavity, which is known as the LFD. Because of their extremely high Q factor, the frequency bandwidth for SRF cavities is small. Consequently, even a small detuning may drive the cavity away from resonance, resulting in a large reflection of the input power from the cavity. For our design, the loaded Q is expected to be around 5 × 10 6 , which results in a bandwidth of ∼130 Hz. Study of LFD therefore becomes important [2] .
LFD is evaluated by analyzing the mechanical deformation in the cavity due to the Lorenz pressure given by the following expression [2] , [8] :
The electromagnetic field in the given expression has oscillations at RF frequency and at lower frequency corresponding to PRR. Mechanical modes of vibration do not respond to RF frequency. Hence, for a CW machine, the cavity effectively experiences a constant pressure, and for a pulsed machine, it experiences the pressure in pulses, at the operating repetition rate of the machine. In the first case, a static deformation is produced in the cavity, which is known as static LFD. In the second case, the cavity deformation is oscillating in nature and is known as dynamic LFD [8] , [28] . In this case, resonance may occur between the Lorentz pressure and the mechanical mode of the cavity, which needs to be carefully avoided. Since we are designing the cavity for a pulsed operation, the dynamic LFD is going to be important. However, to start with, the static LFD gives a good idea about the dynamic LFD. Based on the static analysis, we present some modifications in the geometry of the cavity accessories to reduce the LFD. We then discuss about the Fourier series representation of the pressure pulse, followed by calculation of the structural modes of the cavity, using which we analyze the dynamic LFD [8] .
To reduce the LFD, along with the proper selection of the cavity wall thickness, an additional mechanical constraint in the form of a stiffener ring [2] , [8] is introduced in between the consecutive cells of the cavity and in between the end cell and the wall of the helium vessel. It is important to note that by increasing the stiffness of the cavity, although the LFD reduces, it becomes more difficult to tune the cavity length to compensate for the LFD. Both these considerations should be taken into account while optimizing the mechanical design of the cavity.
We have simulated a simple geometry of the vessel and performed the simulations previously described for different values of stiffness of the helium vessel. A helium vessel of 504-mm diameter and having the end closure in "tori-flat" shape with a torus radius of 35 mm has been modeled for the study of static LFD, which is shown in Fig. 22 [2] . The wall thickness of the helium vessel is taken as 4 mm, and the material chosen is titanium. The cavity wall thickness is also taken as 4 mm.
For these calculations, subroutines have been written in ANSYS [29] parametric design language, and these calculations are presented for operation at an acceleration gradient of ∼15.4 MV/m. The reduction of the detuning strongly depends on the stiffness of the helium vessel. We have therefore studied the LFD as a function of the stiffness of the helium vessel and the location of the stiffener ring. For a given stiffness of the cavity and a particular position of the stiffener ring, we calculate the detuning in the cavity length needed to fully compensate for the LFD. Fig. 23 shows the LFD as a function of the stiffness of the helium vessel, where we observe that the LFD significantly decreases when we increase the stiffness from 1.9 to 5 kN/mm, and its absolute value decreases from ∼4.5 kHz to ∼2.1 kHz. In fact, by increasing the thickness of the helium vessel and by changing the shape of the end closure from "tori-flat" to "tori-spherical," it is possible to attain this type of stiffness for the helium vessel. Next, we have studied the effect of the radial position of stiffeners on the static LFD for the same helium vessel stiffness, and this dependence is plotted in Fig. 24 .
We then study the possibility of compensating the LFD using a tuner. We apply a compensation by elongating the cavity, for which the helium vessel needs to be longitudinally displaced by 8.3 μm. Fig. 25 shows the compensated static LFD as a function of the radial location of the stiffener ring. We notice in this figure that the tuning is possible by placing the stiffeners within a range of radial locations approximately varying from 70 to 110 mm. This is an important inference, and we will use it for further analysis on the dynamic LFD.
Based on the given analysis, the helium vessel stiffness was increased by increasing its wall thickness from 4 to 5 mm [30] and increasing the internal torus radius of the end cover from 35 to 120 mm. To facilitate the joining between the niobium cavity and the titanium vessel, we also accommodate a transition piece of 55Ti-45Nb, as shown in Fig. 26 .
The given analysis on the static LFD gives us ideas about the stiffness requirement of the assembly, the preferred radial locations of the stiffener rings, and the tuning range required to compensate for the static LFD. We now discuss the dynamic LFD by analyzing the pressure pulse in the frequency domain. The temporal shape of the cavity voltage pulse is shown in Fig. 27 . The H − ion beam is injected for duration of 2 ms, with a repetition rate of 50 Hz. The rising and falling part of the RF pulse shape is determined by the loaded quality factor of the cavity. The temporal shape of the pressure pulse is calculated from the cavity voltage profile and is shown in Fig. 27 . The pressure pulse will be periodic with the same PRR as the cavity voltage pulse. Fig. 28 is the frequency-domain representation of the pressure pulse. The resonant forced oscillations will appear if the frequency of the mechanical mode of the cavity is close to the frequency of one of the Fourier components of the pressure pulse. If this happens, the stiffener position should be modified such that the frequency of the corresponding Fourier component is shifted from the frequency of mechanical mode of vibration. Fig. 28 indicates that for the pressure pulse, the relative amplitude for frequencies higher than 250 Hz is significantly small. This means that for frequencies greater than 250 Hz, even if the resonance condition is satisfied, it will cause small dynamic displacements.
We now present the structural mode frequencies of the modified cavity-helium vessel assembly with stiffener rings. We have performed simulations for different radial locations of the stiffener rings, by varying its mean position from 108 to 124 mm. The results are in Table VII . According to the data shown in Table VII , we conclude that, except the third participating mode arising for the stiffener radial position of 116 mm, none of the structural mode frequencies are multiples of 50 Hz, which is the PRR of the RF. This tells us that if we put the stiffener rings at the radial locations other than 116 mm, we can expect that the amplification because of the dynamic LFD will not be significant. However, the stiffener location at 124 mm will particularly be the most suitable choice. This is because the first structural mode for this case is at 265.07 Hz and is greater than 250 Hz, which ensures that all the structural mode frequencies will have progressively lower contributions in the total response [30] . By moving the stiffener radial position further in the outward direction, we can expect that the first as well as the other modes will move far away from 250 Hz. However, as we observed during the static LFD analysis, by moving away from the radial location range of 70-110 mm, tuning becomes difficult. Fig. 29 shows that the argument is still valid for the modified cavity-helium vessel assembly. This plot shows that as we shift the radial position of the stiffener rings upward, a larger displacement will be required to compensate for the LFD. Therefore, the radial location of the stiffener rings at 124 mm is the optimum choice, and for this location of the stiffener rings, the helium vessel needs to be longitudinally displaced by 7.35 μm to fully compensate for the LFD.
VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the details of calculations performed for the electromagnetic design of a β g = 0.61 650-MHz elliptic multicell SRF cavity. We have arrived at an optimized cavity geometry following a step-by-step 1-D optimization procedure developed earlier in [2] for the β g = 0.9 cavity. There are, however, several new features in the procedure that we have added in the work presented in this paper. We would like to emphasize these in this section.
We have described a procedure for choosing the iris radius. As we increase the iris radius, the cell-to-cell coupling coefficient and the group velocity increases. This has an important implication. If a particular cell has a resonant frequency shifted from the operating RF frequency, there is a reflection from the cell at the location of the iris. The amplitude of reflected wave is inversely proportional to the cell-to-cell coupling coefficient. The reflected wave from different cells interferes and modulates the electric field amplitude in different cells. This deteriorates field flatness. Therefore, we choose the iris radius to ensure that there is enough intercell coupling such that even after taking into account the cell-to-cell frequency error arising due to the limitation in manufacturing and processing, the desired field flatness is achieved.
For the design of end cells, we have described a procedure to tune the cavity geometry to avoid trapped monopole HOMs. In this procedure, the independent variables describing the end cell geometry are tuned such that it resonates at the same frequency as midcells, both for operating mode and the monopole HOM that is otherwise trapped. We have effectively adjusted the field flatness of the HOM at 1653.20 MHz, by suitable design of an unsymmetric end cell such that it is not trapped inside the cavity. However, we would like to mention that in practice, it could happen that while tuning the cavity after fabrication to improve the field flatness of operating mode, the field flatness of HOM at 1653.20 MHz may get disturbed and affect our strategy to avoid mode trapping at 1653.20 MHz. This design strategy is therefore kept open for further exploration at the time of fabrication and tuning of the prototype cavity.
As already emphasized in this paper, for the β g = 0.61 cavity, the calculation of threshold current for regenerative BBU is done for a range of values of β. This is a general feature, while designing mid β cavities. The reason is that in mid β cavities, there is a wider range of particle velocity, compared with high β cavities. Therefore, a more elaborate calculation of threshold current needs to be performed, which we have done in this paper, and we have outlined the procedure for this calculation. Another special feature while designing mid β cavities is that for the wakefield calculation, the relativistic approximation that is usually implied in calculations for high β cavities is not strictly valid. We have introduced a simple procedure to evaluate the longitudinal loss factor for mid β cavities and verified that our approach reproduces the predicted results by standard codes.
Finally, we have discussed the procedure for performing LFD calculations to optimize the mechanical design of the cavity. For pulsed operation, the dynamic LFD is important. Dynamic LFD calculations are more involved and time consuming. Static LFD calculations are relatively simple and give a good indication of dynamic LFD behavior. It is therefore recommended that static LFD calculations are first performed, and the calculations are fine-tuned with the help of dynamic LFD analysis. In this paper, rather than performing a complete transient analysis, we have analyzed the structural modes of the cavity along with its accessories and then ensured that there is no strong Fourier component at a frequency close to any of the structural mode frequencies.
We would like to emphasize that we have studied the LFD with a model cavity-with-helium-vessel assembly, and in our simulations, we have compensated for the LFD by providing a longitudinal displacement in the helium vessel. Design of tuner arrangement is not a part of our analysis here. Instead, we identified an annular section in the middle of the helium vessel (tinted in brown in Fig. 26 ) as a section where the conventional tuner will be attached. As discussed in [30] , the excited longitudinal modes show that the cylindrical portion remains stationary, and the mode shapes are generated due to bending of the end cover alone. Hence, the absence of a tuner in our simulation would not have a significant effect on the final results [30] . To strengthen this point, we varied the stiffness and density of the selected annular section of the helium vessel to see the effect of the tuner and calculated the structural mode frequencies. The negligible variation in the mode frequencies shown in Fig. 30(a) and (b) in the form of surface plot clearly justifies the above statement. Moreover, we repeated the simulations by varying the length of the annular ring from 3 to 20 mm. No significant change in the result was observed.
We would like to briefly discuss the contemporary design studies for β g = 0.61 elliptical SRF cavity available in the literature. For the SNS project at Oak Ridge [1] , optimization of sixcell β g = 0.61 805-MHz elliptic SRF cavities was performed to fulfill their requirement of accelerating an average proton beam current ∼1 mA at the target. Another contemporary activity is the design and optimization of β g = 0.61 650-MHz SRF elliptical cavities for Project-X [31] , where optimization is done to maximize the accelerating gradient. In addition to this, the European Spallation Source project is planning to use the β g = 0.67 SRF cavities for accelerating the charged particles in the medium-energy range [32] . Compared with these earlier publications, in this paper, we have presented a generalized approach to designing an SRF elliptical cavity that addresses the interlinked design issues in a systematic manner. Starting from the electromagnetic design optimization of the cavity geometry, we have presented a detailed analysis of HOMs, wakefields, and LFD. We can summarize the important aspects of the optimization procedure discussed in this paper as follows.
1) First, we arrive at an optimized midcell geometry following a step-by-step 1-D optimization procedure. 2) To obtain the preliminary design of the cavity, we adjust the length of the end half cell such that the cavity resonates at the same frequency as the midcell. This ensures good field flatness. 3) If there is a trapped monopole mode, we tune the length L e of the end half cell and major equator ellipse radius A together such that the end cell resonates at the same frequency as that of the multicell cavity for the fundamental accelerating mode and HOM. This ensures that the HOM is not trapped. 4) Following the rigorous analysis of the regenerative BBU instability presented in this paper, the threshold current for the BBU instability should be calculated for all prominent dipole modes for the range of beam velocities for which the cavities will be operated. It should be ensured that the operating beam current is lower than this current. In addition, the heat load due to resonant excitation of HOMs should be calculated taking the detailed time structure of the beam pulse for a continuous range of frequencies and different values of Q ext . Based on this calculation, an upper acceptable limit of Q ext should be fixed to ensure that heat load due to resonant excitation of HOMs is not significant. 5) Following the approach discussed in this paper, the optimum position of the stiffener rings is determined to ensure that the cavity resonance frequency can be tuned back to the design value within its bandwidth, even in the presence of dynamic LFD.
To conclude, we have presented a detailed electromagnetic design of a β g = 0.61 650-MHz elliptic multicell SRF cavity for the ISNS project, where the cavity geometry has been optimized to maximize the acceleration gradient, and the effect of HOMs and LFD has been included in the analysis. A generalized procedure for these calculations is introduced, which is elaborated in this paper. Detailed beam dynamics study through these SRF cavities along with suitable focusing lattice will be taken up later.
